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Abstract 

Background: Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM) is one of the most common genetic myocardial diseases. Tran-
sthoracic echocardiography which includes speckle tracking technique is tool for HCM diagnosis and monitoring 
the course of the disease. The aim of this study was to compare clinical and echocardiographic parameters in 
HCM patients older and younger than 60 years old (yo). Materials and methods: We prospectively enrolled 53 
HCM patients, who were divided into two groups: younger and older than 60 yo. Clinical parameters, standard 
echocardiographic indices, as well as strain parameters were assessed and compared between the groups. 
Results: The older subgroup was characterized by a higher prevalence of coronary artery disease. In the younger 
subgroup the incidence of atrial fibrillation was quite high, which occurs far more often than in the general po-
pulation.  Echocardiographic analysis showed worse diastolic function in older, as well as lower volume of the LV. 
The global longitudinal strain was worse in <60 patients. The 3D strain parameters differed significantly between 
the groups: the area and radial strains were worse in younger patients. Conclusions: HCM patients older and 
younger than 60 yo differ significantly in terms of clinical and echocardiographic parameters. 
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Introduction Material and methods 

Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy (HCM) is one of 
the most frequent genetic diseases, constituting up 
to 0,2% of general population [1]. In this medical con-
dition the thickness of one or more segments of the 
left ventricular wall is ≥15 mm and it cannot be expla-
ined by the increased left ventricle load [2]. In 60% of 
adults, the disease is associated with mutations of the 
cardiac genes coding for sarcomere proteins [2]. Other 
reasons underlying the development of HCM include 
congenital metabolic disorders, neuromuscular dise-
ases, mitochondrial diseases, congenital malforma-
tions, amyloidosis, drug-induced hypertrophy. Howe-
ver, in 25-30% of patients, the cause of HCM remains 
unknown. [2]  

Transthoracic echocardiography is the most impor-
tant tool for HCM diagnosis and checking the develop-
ment of the disease. This method allows to determine 
the basic parameters describing HCM: hypertrophy of 
the left ventricular (LV) segments, left atrial (LA) enlar-
gement and LV diastolic dysfunction, which are natural 
consequences of this disease. Currently available spec-
kle tracking technique additionally allows a detailed 
assessment of segmental and global LV function [3-7]. 
This dynamically developing domain of echocardio-
graphy allows researchers to assess the function of the 
LV at very early, preclinical stage of the disease, when 
the left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF), assessed by 
standard echocardiography, is usually preserved [8]. 

Most of the HCM population studies concern on 
young patients, before the age of 60. But only few 
concentrate on elderly patients [9-11], thus it should 
be emphasized that this is a group in which the HCM 
diagnosis is more frequent. This situation is most likely 
a consequence of the growing number of echocardio-
graphic examinations in elderly people and the high 
availability of echocardiography [11]. Despite the wide 
availability of echocardiography, there are still no cle-
arly defined guidelines for the management and risk 
stratification in elderly people with HCM [9-11]. In li-
terature there is also no data concerning to a compari-
son of older and younger patients with HCM. 

Aim 

The aim of the present study was to compare cli-
nical and echocardiographic parameters (by standard 
as well as speckle tracking echocardiography) in HCM 
persons older and younger than 60 years old. 

Fifty three HCM patients were prospectively enrol-
led [2]. Exclusion criteria were: <18 years of age, with 
NYHA class IV heart failure, coronary or hemodynamic 
instability at the moment of enrollment, a history of ho-
spitalization due to cardiological reasons within the 3 
months prior to enrollment and poor clinical prognosis. 

Echocardiography 

Echocardiography was performed in every person 
(GE VIVID E9; probe M5S; offline analysis using Echo-
PAC). During the same examination, 3D datasets were 
obtained in apical view using a matrix-array 3D transdu-
cer (4V). Standard echocardiographic parameters were 
measured according to relevant guidelines [12-14]. 

Standard echocardiographic parameters 

The LA anterior-posterior size (LADs), LV end-diasto-
lic diameters (LVEDD), LV end-systolic diameter (LVESD), 
intraventricular septal (IVS) and posterior wall (PW) 
were measured in parasternal view. In sum, relative 
wall thickness (RWT) = (IVS + PW) / LVEDD. Whereas in 
apical four-chamber view the right ventricular internal 
diameter (RVID), tricuspid annular plane systolic excu-
rsion (TAPSE) by M-MODE technique, and LV volumes 
were measured. LVEF was calculated using the biplane 
Simpson’s method. The mitral diastolic velocity (E and 
A velocities, E deceleration time – DT), Em (the average 
from septal and lateral by tissue Doppler), and E/Em 
ratio were calculated. Tissue doppler was used for me-
asurement the maximum systolic annular velocity (S') 
for RV (S’RV). 

Speckle tracking parameters 

Two-D longitudinal speckle tracking analysis was 
performed with the use of three endocardial markers 
(at the end-diastolic frame: at apical four- and three-

-chamber views). EchoPAC software automatically 
tracked the contour of endocardium and later this was 
verified (and corrected if necessary) as described in li-
terature [15]. To quantify the apical and basal LV rota-
tions, appropriate short-axis planes were scanned [16]. 
Counter-clockwise rotations (from the LV apex) was 
calculated as a positive; whereas clockwise rotations 

- a negative value. LV twist was the highest net differen-
ce in degrees between the apical and basal rotation. LV 
torsion was defined as LV twist indexed by LV diastolic 
longitudinal length. Peak systolic (peak rotation) velo-
city and early diastolic apical and basal rotation (untwi-
sting) velocity were derived from rotation rate curves. 
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LA strain 2D 

Two- and four-chamber apical views were determi-
ned by finding the largest long-axis. Due to the absence 
of an LA-specific software, we used software dedicated 
to LV analysis as described in the literature [15, 17]. 

3D parameters 

The appropriate software (4DQ analyses) was used 
for LV end-systolic, end-diastolic volumes, LVEF and 
3D strains measurement. Calculation of 3D area strain 
(3D-AS) which means global longitudinal plus circu-
mferential strain, and 3D global radial strain (3D-RS) 
was performed by averaging the end-systolic segmen-
tal values when at least 14 segments had acceptable 
tracking [16, 18]. 

We divided all patients in 2 groups according their 
age: below 60 years of age (<60) and 60 years or older 
(≥60). The further analysis were compared between 
these subgroups. The protocol of the study was ac-
cepted by the Local Ethics Committee and written 
informed consent was obtained from all participants. 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics of < 60 and ≥ 60 HCM patients 

Statistical analysis 

All continuous data were presented as median 
(25th-75th), categorical data in proportion. Mann-

-Whitney U test and Pearson’s chi-square test were 
used to compare the differences between the groups. 
P value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. 
The statistical analysis was performed using the R 
2.15.2 environment. 

Results 

From enrolled 53 patients, subgroups <60 yo and 
≥ 60 yo was formed of 39 and 14 patients respectively. 
The higher incidence of hypertension, type 2 diabetes 
and hyperlipidemia was observed in the older group, 
differences in frequency of ischemic heart disease re-
ached statistically significant values (Table 1). Particu-
larly noteworthy is the frequency of atrial fibrillation, 
which was similar in both subgroups, older and youn-
ger. However, the 5-year risk of sudden cardiac death, 
calculated using the European Society of Cardiology 
calculator was lower in older people [2]. This result 
was of borderline statistical significance. 

Analysis of the standard echocardiohraphic para-
meters showed a worse diastolic function in the older 

HCM < 60 
n = 39 

HCM ≥ 60 
n = 14 P 

5-year risk of SCD 
4.0 

(2.9 - 7.4) 
3.6 

(2.2 - 3.9) 0.077 

Arterial Hypertension 18 (45%) 13 (65%) 0.177 

Coronary Artery Disease 0 (0%) 3 (15%) <0.033 

Diabetes Melitius type 2 5 (12.5%) 5 (25%) 0.278 

Hyperlipidaemia 22 (55%) 15 (79%) 0.091 

Atrial Fibrillation / Atrial Flutter 11 (27.5%) 6 (30%) 1.000 

Family history of Sudden Cardiac Death 8 (20%) 5 (25%) 0.744 

Cardiac Arrest 3 (7.5%) 2 (10%) 1.000 

Non-sustained Ventricular Tachycardia 11 (27.5%) 5 (26%) 1.000 

Intravenous Cardioverter-Defibrillator 11 (27.5%) 4 (20%) 0.753 

HCM – Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy; SCD – Sudden Cardiac Death 
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Table 2.  Standard echocardiographic parameters in < 60 and ≥ 60 HCM patients 

HCM < 60 
n = 39 

HCM ≥ 60 
n = 14 P 

HR (bpm) 64 (60-70) 60 (54-64) <0.0310 

AVC (msec) 360 (329-401.7) 365.5 (343-421.7) 0.1839 

LADs (mm) 45 (43 - 48) 44 (42-46) 0.107 

LAA index 14.1 (12.9-16.0) 15.0 (12.3-16.0) 0.439 

LAV index (ml/BSA) 56.7 (42.7-62.7) 50.7 (38.9–57.4) 0.113 

LV mass index (g/BSA)  117 (110-136) 115 (111-117) 0.309 

LVEDd (mm) 40 (36-44) 41 (36-42) 0.469 

LVESd (mm) 23 (21-25) 24 (19-26) 0.485 

E/A 1.2 (0.8-1.5) 0.8 (0.7-0.9) <0.028 

DecT (msec) 173 (147-232) 267 (201-315) <0.001 

A dur mitr (msec) 157 (143-179) 173 (156-194) 0.076 

Em (cm/s) 0.06 (0.05-0.08) 0.05 (0.05-0.07) <0.029 

E/Em 10.2 (7.9-13.9) 12.0 (10.2-17.7) <0.033 

S pulm (m/s) 0.56 (0.48-0.64) 0.65 (0.51-0.78) 0.089 

D pulm. (m/s) 0.45 (0.36-0.52) 0.40 (0.33-0.50) 0.356 

A pulm (m/s) 0.31 (0.27-0.37) 0.37 (0.32 0.43) <0.026 

A dur pulm (msec) 111 (97-125) 134 (125-155) <0.012 

LVEDV (ml) 99 (82-114) 65 (49-84) <0.025 

LVESV (ml) 35 (26-445) 18 (14-26) <0.006 

LVEF  (%) 65 (59-69) 64 (52-71) 0.319 

HCM – Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, BSA – Body surface index; HR – heart rate, AVC – aortic valve closure, LADs - left atrial diameter, LAA 

index - Left atrial area index, LAV index – Indexed Left atrial volume, LV mass index – Indexed Left Ventricular mass , LVEDd - left ventricular 

end-diastolic diameter, LVESd - Left ventricular end – systolic diameter, E/A – the ratio of early-to-late peak mitral velocities, DecT - 

Deceleration time, A dur mitr. – Mitral Adur, Em – early diastolic mitral myocardial peak velocity averaged from two positions, E/Em – ratio 

between E and Em, S - pulmonary venous systolic wave, D - pulmonary venous early diastolic wave, Adur pulm – Pulmonary Adur, LVEDV - 

Left ventricular end-diastolic volume, LVESV- left ventricular end-systolic volume, LVEF - Ejection fraction 
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Table 3.  2D- and 3D – strain parameters in < 60 and ≥ 60 HCM patients 

HCM < 60 
n= 39 

HCM ≥ 60 
n= 14 P 

2D LA peak strain 4Ch (%) 15.0 (12.3-19.6) 18.3 (14.1-19.0) 0.265 

2D LA peak strain 2Ch (%) 18.6 (13.1-23.9) 19.0 (17.2-22.5) 0.467 

2D - Br (º) -8.4 (-11.9/-5.4) -7.4 (-10.5/-4.9) 0.292 

2D - Ar (º) 12.0 (8.1-16.6) 16.1 (9.8-17.1) 0.310 

2D - Twist (º) 21.01 (16.0-25.0) 21.1 (16.0-25.0) 0.298 

2D - Torsion (º/cm) 2.9 (2.2-3.3) 2.0 (1.8-3.5) 0.447 

2D - Peak LV twisting 
rate (º/sek) 110.5 (81.5-133.5) 112.7 (91.9-123.0) 0.462 

2D - Peak LV untwisting 
rate (º/sek) -101.7 (-135.7/-61.5) -84.2(-113.6/-72.2) 0.280 

2D – GLS (%) -14.8 (-17.0/-12.7) -16.0 (-19.8/-12.3) 0.196 

3D – AS (%) -22.0 (-25.8/-19.3) -26.0 (-25.8/-19.3) <0.037 

3D - RS (%) 33.0 (27.3-40.0) 40.0 (34.0-46.0) <0.031 

GLS – global longitudinal strain, Br –maximal basal rotation, Ar – maximal apical rotation, Twist – twist of the left ventricle, Torsion – torsion 

of the left ventricle, RS – radial strain, AS – area strain 

subgroup (values of E/A, decT, Em, E/Em, A pulm and 
A dur pulm parameters - see Table 2). The 2D-peak 
LV untwisting rate parameter which corresponds to 
the diastolic function was worse in the older group, 
although the differences were not reach statistical 
significance (Table 3). In ≥60 HCM patients we fo-
und significantly lower LV volumes (Table 2). 

The 2D speckle tracking analysis did not reveal 
statistically significant differences between the sub-
groups, although it should be noticed, that the lon-
gitudinal strain, measured by 2D-GLS, was worse in 
the subgroup <60. The 3D strain parameters were 
significantly worse in younger HCM patients. 

Discussion 

Our findings revealed a number of clinical and 
echocardiographic differences among patients with 
HCM. As expected, our older patients (≥60) had more 
comorbidities (particularly coronary artery disease), 
which was in accordance with the data from the lite-
rature and consistent with population data [20]. The 
incidence of atrial fibrillation (AF) among the study 
population deserves the special attention (Table 1). In 
the general population the frequency of AF increases 
with age [21], whereas in our study every 3rd-4th pa-
tient in both age groups had history of AF. This arrhy-
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thmia is the most common complication of HCM, thus 
rigorous monitoring for its occurrence is necessary 
and the anticoagulant treatment should be admini-
strated regardless the CHA2DS2-VASc score [2, 21]. 

The early appearance of diastolic dysfunction in 
HCM patients is a common symptom described in the 
literature [19, 22]. In the healthy population diasto-
lic dysfunction progresses with age and is a proof of 
the natural aging process in the myocardium [23]. As 
a matter of fact, in our study the diastolic dysfunction 
was more expressed in patients ≥60, but also in youn-
ger patients those parameters were worse than in 
a healthy population of corresponding age [19, 22-23]. 
It is known that the parameters of size and function of 
LA deteriorate with the progression of diastolic dys-
function. It is also known that the processes of fibrosis 
and hypertrophy of LV always goes straightforwardly 
with remodelling of LA [24]. This statement has a pro-
ven predictive value; for example Iioi et al demonstra-
ted that serious cardiac events in HCM patients were 
independently related with increased LAVI [4]. The 
results of our study confirm that dependencies: our 
patients in both age groups had increased LADs, LAAI 
and LAVI in comparison to the healthy population 
from the literature [4]. 

An important parameter evaluated in our study is 
LA speckle tracking analysis. The data from literature 
indicate the potential usefulness of the speckle trac-
king technique in predicting the cardiac events among 
HCM patients. For example Fujimoto et al proved that 
LA peak longitudinal strain <20.3% is associated with 
an increased risk of heart failure and atrial fibrillation 
in the follow up [17, 25]. A similar observation was 
also presented by the other authors [4, 10, 15]. In our 
study, in both age subgroups the LA peak longitudinal 
strain was <20.3% (Table 2), which may have signifi-
cant clinical implications and requires further research. 

LVEF in persons with HCM is usually preserved or 
increased when compared with the healthy popula-
tion [26]. Our study confirms that the median value of 
LVEF in both age subgroups was >50% (the lower limit 
of normal range) (Table 2). However, LV longitudinal 
strain is usually worse in HCM patients than in heal-
thy people which is in agreement with our results. The 
median value of 2D-GLS for an older and younger sub-
groups stood at -16.0% and -14.8% respectively, whilst 
in healthy population the value of 2D-GLS stands at 

-20% and more [27]. Debonnaire et al present intere-
sting analyses, which show that the values of 2D-GLS 
<14% and LAVI >34ml/m2 are independent predictors 
of adequate therapy of cardiac implantable cardiover-
ter-defibrillators [3, 6]. In turn, Verge et al specifies 
the strain of the myocardial areas affected by hyper-

trophy as a predictor of sudden cardiac death [6]. 
Currently we can observe rising interest in my-

ocardial strain analysis with the use of 3D echocardio-
graphy [18]. Our study presents interesting results in 
that regard: the area strain parameters (obtained by 
addition of longitudinal and circumferential strains), 
as well as the radial strain, were statistically significan-
tly worse in the subgroup <60 yo (Table 3), which is in 
agreement with the literature and directly indicates 
on worse systolic function in younger subgroup [18]. 

Other interesting parameters, measured by the 
speckle tracking technique, are LV twist and torsion, 
which according to Zhang et al may be used as an echo-
cardiographic marker of fibrosis grade in HCM patients 
[5, 7]. The above-mentioned study shows that the LV 
twist and torsion are much higher in patients with 
myocardial fibrosis confirmed by the cardiac magne-
tic resonance examination. The authors also suggest 
that thanks to these parameters, the speckle tracking 
echocardiography may be useful for assessing the gra-
de of myocardial fibrosis [7]. In our study there were 
no differences between the age subgroups in terms of 
the extent of LV twist and torsion, although this topic 
undoubtedly requires further research. 

Our study has a low sample size, which is partial-
ly the result of a highly selective enrollment process 
to achieve the best quality of images (FR from 50 to 
80 frames/sec). Thus, larger study groups are stron-
gly needed to verify our results. Secondly, our results 
were not verified by another imaging technique, for 
example cardiac magnetic resonance. 

Conclusions 

Older HCM patients are characterized by a higher 
incidence of coronary artery disease, while younger 
ones by atrial fibrillation, which occurs far more often 
than in the general population. An echocardiographic 
analysis indicates worse diastolic function in group ≥ 
60 yo and worse systolic function (measured by spec-
kle tracking technique) in group < 60 yo. The clinical 
relevance of analysed echocardiographic parameters, 
especially in terms of prognosis of the HCM patients, 
requires further research with a larger sample size. 
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